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ARTIFICIAL RECHARGE AT BEARDSLEY, ARIZONNA

by

George E. Maddox

THE NEED FOR RECHARGE

One of the most critical problems in Arizona at the present time is

the diminishing ground water supply. The year -to -year decline in volume of

water available - the average yearly overdraft on the ground water reserves

is approximately four million acre -feet - is illustrative of the inability

of precipitation to naturally recharge water to the aquifers at a rate

commensurate with the withdrawal. In order to maintain the present agricultural,

domestic, and industrial use, and to prevent further land subsidence in

Arizona, a method must be found to slow or stop the depletion of the water

supply. Artificial ground water recharge can be the method by which this is

accomplished.

At the present time, flood water from rains is allowed to flow down

natural desert drainages and be lost by evapotranspiration along their courses.

Very litt, if any, beneficial use is made of the flood water on the ground

surface, and probably in Arizona only about one million acre -feet ever arrives

at the ground water table for recharge. To capture and put the excess flood

water underground by artificial means would in many areas reverse the down-

ward trend of the water table, and in all areas slow the rate of depletion of

ground water reservoirs.

In Maricopa County eater Conservation District Number One, near

Beardsley, where ground water levels under agricultural land has dropped to

475 feet in some areas, flood water from Trilby Wash Detention Basin is

available for artificial recharge. Hence, the District in cooperation with

the Institute of Water Utilisation initiated recharge tests. The first tests

were made using gravity injection into irrigation wells as reported in a



previous issue of Progressive Agriculture. However, because the cost of

water treatment when using wells for recharge makes this method unfavorable

for agriculture, other more inexpensive methods were investigated.

METHOD OF APPROACH

The combination of methods that may prove feasible yet economical

being tested is a recharge pit and wells. Geological information developed

from logs of water wells showed a bed of coarse, clean sand and gravel lying

within 20 feet of land surface and reaching to a depth of 65 feet. Hence,

flood water can be recharged into this sand and gravel bed with the only

treatment required beingchlorination. The recharge water then spreads over

a large area where it can seep into existing irrigation wells and down into

existing aquifers.

The recharge pit was 21 feet deep and 55 x 12 feet on the bottom

with side slopes of 2:1 from surface to -10 feet and vertical from this point

to the bottom. Six observation wells were placed up to 200 feet from the edge

of the pit. A staff gage was placed in the pit to facilitate measurement of

water levels and recharge water was brought into the pit through 12 inch pipe

equipped with an inflow meter which gives rate of flow and total inflow.

THE RECHARGE TEST

Although flood water would be used if the recharge test is successful,

water for the test came from a nearby well. The pumped water was free from

sediment and contained 350 parts per million total dissolved salts. Water

flowed into the pit at a rate of 350 gallons per minute (gpm) at the beginning

of the test and later increased to a maximum of 1050 gptn. Throughout the

test, copper sulfate was added to the recharge water to suppress the growth

of algae.

Infiltration rates during a test from November 4+, 1961 through December

8, 1961, varied from 126.0 to 56.0 feet /day with the accumulated volume o f

water recharged amounting to 109 acre feet. The most rapid change in infiltration

rate came after 10 days of recharge when the rate dropped from 125 to 65 feet
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per day in a period of 4 days. A rapid increase in infiltration rate after

days with the addition of chlorine to the recharge water suggests the

possibility that plugging r2tant of the sand and gravel was due to growth of

microorganisms in the soil.

Only the observation well at the edge of the recharge pit registered

any significant amount of water, 0.3 feet, over the length of the test. This

probably indicates rapid lateral movement of water at the bottom of the sand

and gravel bed away from the pit.

FUTURE TESTS

future recharge tests will involve the use of chlorine as well as

copper sulfate to control both bacteria and algae. Side slope of the pit

will be excavated to increase the area of exposure of the sand and gravel

recharge unit by approximately 25 per cent. Walls of the pit will be lined

with pea -size gravel which will serve as a filter for removing some micro-

organisms and suspended sediment from flood water used for recharge. Costs

for all phases of the test will be recorded and an economic evaluation made

for the recharge operation.

CAPTION FOR PHOTOGRAPH

Ground Water Recharge Pit Near Beardsley, Arizona.
Part of MoNicken Dam in the Background.
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